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Why Use Local Native Plants

Broome is part of the great northern tropical 
savanna that extends from Far North Queensland 
across the Northern Territory to the Kimberley. 
It is home to an extraordinary variety of plants 
and animals that occur in diverse habitats from 
rainforest to grassy woodlands. 

This brochure is designed to help 
you plan and grow a garden that will:

 Make the most of the Broome climate 
and soil conditions, 

 Cope with cyclones and other severe 
weather conditions;

 Help cool and protect your home;

 Be easy to maintain; and 

 Bring the wonders of nature to your 
doorstep. 
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Up to 9.5mm can be evaporated in a Broome day.

BUiLD UP
October
November
December - very hot 
and increasingly humid

DRY sEAsON
July
August - cold nights, cooler 
days, dry, sometimes windy 
and some morning fogs
september - becoming 
hotter, dust storms

WET sEAsON
January
February
March - rain periods,  
cyclones and deluges

DRY sEAsON
April - hot and still
May - getting cooler, winds 
beginning
June - cold nights, cooler 
days, dry, sometimes windy 
and some morning fogs

Local Broome Conditions 

From January to March Broome is generally humid 
and wet. During this period 532mm is likely to 
fall on about 44 days in the form of deluges from 
rain bearing tropical lows and passing cyclones. 
After March the air dries, rain stops and we often 
have months of dry weather. The average rainfall 
for the months of July to October is actually zero. 
Evaporation is high in Broome particularly during 
November when temperatures soar as the ‘build 
up’ to the wet season begins. Up to 9.5mm can 
evaporate in a day. That’s equal to a big fall of rain  
in reverse. (Bureau of Meteorology) 

Local plants thrive in these conditions. They are 
cyclone resistant, make the most of the deluge 
followed by dry, are adapted to the cycle of the 
seasons and love the soil. They are resistant to 
tropical pests and attractive to a huge range of 
birds, butterflies, interesting insects and reptiles.
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1. Planning
Getting started

Drawing up a plan is a good place to start a garden. It 
doesn’t need to be hugely detailed and not everything 
in your plan needs to be done at once. A plan can help 
you prioritise and focus your energy and resources on 
one area while allowing guilt free neglect of another. 

Identify any plants you have left in your yard. Are they 
plants you can retain and incorporate into your plan? 
Short lived acacias can give your garden a start. They 
often pop up in disturbed areas such as building sites. 
Acacias put valuable nitrogen into the soil, provide 
mulch in the form of leaf litter, give shade to seedlings 
and their roots loosen compacted soil. So don’t be 
too hasty about removing these, often undervalued, 
shrubs and trees. They are relatively short lived 
species (most lasting 5- 7 years), and can be cut out 
earlier if desired, as more valued and long lived plants 
become established.

Example of plan showing zones (adapted from Smith (2007) p.16)

Creating a garden that compliments 
our local conditions can be done in 
4 simple steps.

1. Planning, draw up a plan

2. Watering, putting in a  
reticulation system

3. Planting and Landscaping

4. Mulching
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The Right Plant for the Right Place

Slow growing, deep rooted natives are valuable 
shade and habitat in cyclone areas. If you are lucky 
enough to have one already established in your yard 
consider planning your garden around such trees 
rather than removing them. When planting out your 
own big shade trees think about their size in ten 
years time and ensure they are not going to be a 
threat to your house in the event of a cyclone. Place 
them at a suitable distance from your house and 
choose a deep rooted, sturdy variety. 

There are many smaller, local shade trees and 
shrubs that can be safely grown closer to buildings. 
Shrubs and leafy trees can provide natural screens to 
give your property privacy as well as shade, soaking 
up noise and blocking out street lighting at night. 

When choosing plants find out where they grow 
naturally and put them in similar conditions in your 
garden. As part of your planning visualise their fully 
grown shape and size and give the plant the space 
it will need. Sometimes you will choose to do close 
plantings to mimic vine thickets or provide dense 
screening. Ensure the plants you choose can cope 
with this. (Smith, N. 2007 p.13)

As part of your plan plot where the sun moves in 
the course of the day. Note the more shaded areas 
and the very sunny parts. This will help you choose 
suitable plants for each part of your garden. As the 
year progresses note the seasonal movement of the 
sun around your property. 

Creating Zones and Microclimates

Keeping plants with similar water and light needs 
together in one area or zone will help you provide 
the conditions they need to thrive.

You may want to consider creating these 
microclimates in your garden. For example in one 
area you can plant local vine thicket species that like 
a little extra water. This will attract foraging birds, 
frogs and other interesting fauna. In another corner 
you may recreate a dry, rocky habitat with suitable 
local grasses, shrubs and trees. 

A plan will form the basis of your garden but no 
doubt, like all great artists you will experiment and 
create as you go along and not all will go according 
to the master plan. 

2. Watering
Needs of Natives

Given the long dry spell Broome experiences most 
years a reliable watering system is necessary to 
ensure new seedlings don’t die before they are 
established. After about two or three years the roots 
of local tropical savanna trees and shrubs will reach 
the water table and be able to survive the long dry 
spell. But even then they will appreciate a soak 
every now and then during the driest months. Some 
vine thicket and rainforest plants will require regular 
water. Plan your watering system to suit the zones 
and microclimates you want to create. Some areas 
will need more water than others. 

Reticulation systems

Drip systems come in a wide variety of forms and 
fashions and should always include a controller. 
Equipment can be bought at an irrigation specialist 
or at hardware stores. Broome has several of both 
so you can shop around. A drip system consists of a 
pipe to carry the water, fittings to attach this pipe to a 
water source and ‘drippers’ to allow water to flow from 
the pipe to a plant. Different drippers allow different 
amounts of water through. You may also need smaller 
pipe, often called spaghetti, to get water to plants 
that are a little distance from the main pipe. This sort 
of system is best where you want water on the root 
zones of particular plants. Drip systems use water 
more efficiently than sprays or running hoses.

Piping with inbuilt drippers is also available. These 
are quick and easy to lay and are suitable for areas 
that require a consistent coverage of water e.g. a 
rainforest corner. 

It is not necessary to bury your drip system. This 
can make it difficult to check. However, direct sun 
will make the pipes and fittings brittle and prone to 
splitting. Placing the pipes under a layer of mulch 
will help protect them while allowing easy access  
for maintenance. 

Reticulation Controller

A controller will improve the efficiency of your 
reticulation system. There are many on the market 
from simple ‘twist timers’ that screw onto your tap 
to more sophisticated fully automated systems that 
you may have professionally installed. A reticulation 
controller allows you to deliver the correct amount 
of water efficiently and effectively. 
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installing a Drip irrigation system -  
Parts of a Drip irrigation system

Irrigation Controller

A mains powered irrigation controller connected to 
solenoids allows you to control the amount of water 
delivered to drippers in different zones. There is 
space for four to six stations. 

Once set, each station comes on automatically: 

 On the set days; 

 At the set times;

 For the set length of time

Solenoid Valves

You will need a qualified plumber to install a back 
flow valve on your mains water line. 

Solenoid valves connect your dripper system to 
the mains water and the controller. They are like an 
automated tap in your water line.

You will need one solenoid per station.

You may like to get an irrigation supplier to connect 
your solenoids to your reticulation controller though 
a handy person will manage to follow the directions 
in the controller box.

Connection to mains water ensures good pressure in 
your system. 

12v Electrical Wire

You will need some 12v electrical wire to join the 
solenoids to the controller.

Conduit for 12v Wires

A length of PVC pipe to protect the wires running 
from the solenoid valves to the controller.

Valve Box

This is buried to ground level to cover and protect 
solenoid valves.
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Main Lines

19mm poly pipe – allows a good flow of water and 
is affordable.

25mm poly pipe – the most durable though it is 
more expensive.

Poly pipe can be bought in bulk at irrigation suppliers. 
Smaller lengths are available at hardware stores.

Joiner Clamp

Tee End Plug

Fittings

These need to suit the poly pipe you are using eg. 
19mm, 25mm

Drippers

Many available. They are marked with the litres per 
hour they emit. Our recommendation is 8l/hr with an 
option to add 4mm line to it.

One dripper per plant.

Inline Drippers

13mm poly pipe with inline drippers may be suitable 
where you want to make a small area entirely damp.

Tubing

Make sparing use of 4mm tubing (spaghetti) to take 
water to plants that are not near the line you have 
laid out.

Remember ants can get into this looking for water. 

8l/hr dripper will generally flush short pieces.
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installing a Drip irrigation system - What to do

1.  Look at the components of a drip irrigation 
system and read the directions below. 

 a.  Use your garden plan to draw a plan of the  
 drip irrigation system you want to put in.

 b.  Measure lengths and count fittings etc. 

 c.  Make a shopping list. 

 d.  Irrigation suppliers are probably the best  
 place to get the things you need although  
 hardware stores do stock many of these  
 items as well. 

2.  Use your garden plan to work out how many  
stations you will set up. For example:

 Station 1: Native seedlings to be watered  
1 hour per fortnight

 Station 2: Vine thicket shrubs and creepers  
to be watered twice weekly for an hour

 Station 3: Vegetable patch, watered daily for 
ten minutes

 Station 4: Spare 
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3.  Ensure a plumber has installed a back flow valve 
from the mains water line. The drip system will 
connect to this.

4.  Construct a manifold from PVC pipe. You will 
attach your solenoid valves to this. See SKIPA 
website for more details.

5.  Lay out your pipes for each station. Use tees 
and joiners to help. Clamp each fitting tightly. 
The less fittings you use the better. A simpler 
system has less to go wrong with it. Running 
lines in a circuit that joins can help maximize 
water pressure, particularly on longer lines.  
On each line leave one end open. 

6.  Attach the main poly pipe lines to the solenoid 
valves. Clamp tightly. Note which solenoid 
connects to which station. The valves can be 
operated manually. 

7.  Lay out conduit from solenoids to the planned  
location of the irrigation controller. It may need 
an elbow fitting and a clamp to attach the 
conduit to the wall. The 12v wires will run inside 
this from solenoids to the controller.

8.  Mount your irrigation controller near a power  
source. Follow the directions that come with 
it to wire each solenoid up to a station on the 
controller. This is 12v power so it’s safe for a 
novice to do it. Record on the controller which 
station number is controlling each main line you 
have laid out.

9.  Read the controller manual and run a test to 
make sure each solenoid valve is turning on and 
water is flowing. Be sure you have left an end 
open on each line for this.

10.  Put a dripper in the line for each plant. Use 
short lengths of 4mm tube to reach plants that 
are not on the line.

11.  Place mulch over the lines to keep them out of  
the sun. This helps preserve the poly pipe. The 
sun can make it brittle and the pipe then has a 
tendency to split.

12.  In the valve box, place some gravel over the 
pipes and close the lid.

13.  Flush each line for about two minutes after the  
 drippers are in to clear any bits of plastic or 
other debris in there.

14.  Put in end plugs or join to tees to close your  
 pipes. Clamp these fittings.

15.  On the controller, follow the manual that came  
with it to set watering days and times. Early  
morning is the best time to water.

SKIPA runs workshops to show members how to 
install drip irrigation systems. These are often done 
in home gardens. Contact SKIPA if you want further 
help setting up your drip system. You can contract an 
irrigation supplier or landscaper to set up your drip 
system. This will cost and you may not develop the 
knowledge needed to maintain the system yourself.

Solenoid valves, pipes buried and all covered with a 
protective box.

12v wires in conduit

Wall Clamp

Irrigation controller mounted near a power point.
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Establishing Deep Root systems for strength  
in Cyclones 

An important consideration when watering plants in a 
Broome garden is the need to for trees to establish 
a deep root system in order to make them more 
durable in the event of a cyclone. After a few weeks 
of tender loving care like daily watering, mulch 
and tender speeches, natives are better off with a 
single longer weekly, fortnightly and for the very well 
established monthly, soak. This encourages roots to 
grow down to water lying deep in the ground.  

When putting in your drip system plan to give new 
seedlings shorter amounts of water more often 
then steadily extend the period between watering 
and increase the amount given. You may need to 
have two or more watering ‘stations’ to cater for 
the differing water needs of your plants. Trees and 
shrubs being watered weekly or fortnightly might 
be on one station. Smaller shrubs, ground covers 
and vine thicket species in the ‘rainforest’ may be 
on another station that is programmed to be turned 
on more frequently. The type of dripper you use can 
also control the amount of water a plant gets.

Watering a  
little, often  
leads to shallow 
root growth.

Watering for longer 
periods, less often 
encourages deep root 
growth. Such deep 
root growth helps 
trees and shrubs 
withstand cyclones.
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3. Planting and Landscaping
When to Plant

The best time to plant in Broome is just before or 
during the first rains of the season in October or 
November. However, if you have a drip system and 
the soil is well mulched planting can be done at 
any stage of the year. In many years Broome has 
long dry spells even during its wet season and new 
seedlings will need watering between rain periods.

You will probably want to lay out your irrigation 
system before planting seedlings to ensure they 
are watered regularly in their first few months 
particularly if you are planting in the dry season. It 
then makes sense to put plants in and follow with 
the mulching process. However, if you decide to 
leave one zone vacant while you concentrate on 
other areas mulch the soil to help condition and 
prepare it for later planting, keep down dust, avoid 
erosion from heavy rainfall and an explosion of wet 
season weeds.

Putting in Potted Natives
The following steps are adapted from Greening Australia’s excellent publication, Native Plants for  
Top End Gardens (Smith, N. 2007, p18)

1. Break and loosen an area 50cm around where you wish to put  
the plant (initially roots spread horizontally rather than vertically);

2. Half fill the hole with water and let it soak in;

3. Place a little native mix slow release granulated fertiliser into the 
bottom of the hole, cover with a centimetre of soil to ensure it 
does not come into contact with the roots of the plant;

4. Give the pot a slight squeeze, place hand over the pot, turn 
upside down and tap firmly on the base to loosen plant;

5. Place the plant in the hole with the soil level the same as it was in 
the pot and back fill with moistened soil (the back fill soil can be 
mixed with potting mix to give the plant an added boost);

6. Firm down gently to remove air pockets and ensure good 
root/soil contact (if the soil is compressed too much it will  
hinder root growth);

7. Make a ‘dish’ around the plant to collect rainfall and water  
from irrigation;

8. Water the plant well as soon as possible after planting; and

9.  Mulch well but keep a 5cm ‘breathing’ space clear of mulch 
around the trunk or stem of the plant so it doesn’t rot.

slow release fertiliser

squeeze and tap

‘dish’

soil level with pot soil

firming soil

5cm gap

mulch
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4. Mulching
Mulch is anything that covers bare soil while 
allowing it to ‘breathe’. As mentioned earlier daytime 
temperatures over 30 degrees and extreme 
evaporation rates are the norm in Broome. Mulch 
helps keep soil moist and cool. It reduces garden 
maintenance by controlling weeds and erosion. As 
it breaks down organic mulch improves the soil and 
provides plants with the ‘food’ they need. As mulch 
breaks down it will need topping up to maintain soil 
cover. Gravel and stone products are also useful as 
inorganic mulches. A good native garden will, over 
time become self-mulching with fallen leaves, twigs 
and bark providing soil cover and nutrients.

Getting started

Place a layer of newspaper 3 - 6 sheets thick over 
your bare soil. Overlap each sheet by 5cm. This 
provides a permeable barrier that allows water 
to penetrate whilst preventing invasive weeds 

establishing themselves in the disturbed soil around 
a newly built house. On top of this lay mulch about 
100mm thick. Broome Shire Council and tree 
lopping companies (there are several in Broome), 
sell mulch by the cubic metre at reasonable prices. 

Be aware that mulch may contain weed seeds. 
Try to know the origin of your mulch so that you 
are aware of the weed seed it may contain. Mulch 
that has a mixture of leaves and wood chip will 
provide the garden with a balanced diet. Very fresh 
woodchip will use nitrogen in the soil to break down 
so let it mature a bit before using it. Avoid grass 
clippings instead add these to your compost.

When laying mulch you need to leave a ‘breathing’ 
space of about 50mm around the trunks or stems 
of plants as they can rot and become susceptible to 
fungal diseases. 

Mulched tree with ‘dish’ to capture rain and irrigation water.

50mm breathing space
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This established native garden has become self mulching.

soil

Broome soil is known as pindan, fine silty clay and 
red earthy sand. When it dries out pindan becomes 
rock-hard with a dusty surface. Wet pindan becomes 
soft and greasy, with the potential to erode rapidly. 
(Kenneally et al, 1996, p.12) 

It is essential to mulch pindan soil. (See the mulching 
section for further information). Once various 
insects and microorganisms get to work breaking 
down the mulch and mixing organic matter into the 
pindan it becomes an excellent growing medium. 
You’ll know your soil is in a really healthy condition 
when earthworms appear. Termites are also an 
essential aid to moisture penetration and general 
soil conditioning. 

Termites

In Broome we have the free services of a super 
mulcher, the termite. True, there is one species, 
Mastotermes darwiniensis that will very quickly mulch 
your house if given the chance. Cut trees and bushes 
back so they are not in direct contact with your house. 
Keep the ground nearest your house free of plants, 
weeds, mulch and fallen debris and regularly inspect 
for Mastotermes d. Find out what sort of barrier your 
builder has used and be sure it is maintained. Coarse 
gravel around the perimeter of your house can help 
protect your termite barrier while allowing the soil to 
breathe and rainwater to penetrate. 

There are about 160 species of termites in northern 
Australia and most are largely unstudied but we do 
know some basic information. Termites work like 
earthworms to help break down organic material and 
condition the soil. In a single season termites will turn 
wood chip mulch, fallen sticks, bark etc into plant 
friendly, fine mulch that enhances our silty pindan soil. 
The burrowing of termites aerates soil and opens 
pathways for water infiltration. Termite movements and 
excrement help cycle soil between different layers. 

Many local native trees are termite resistant and 
can often withstand the hollowing out of trunks (that 
provides habitat for so many animals). If plants do 
succumb to the activity of termites it often means 
that they are sick or damaged or in the case of 
acacias may have reached the end of their life. It is 
fine to allow such plants to die a natural death and 
become mulch in your garden.  
(www.ehow.com, www.savanna.org.au)

Pindan eroded by wet season rains, note the hardened, 
dusty surface.

Healthy termite activity
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Water Harvesting

For a large part of the year Broome has no rainfall at 
all and elevated rates of evaporation. In high traffic 
parts of your yard inorganic mulch like gravel is a 
good option. It allows the soil to breathe, reduces 
dust and keeps moisture in. 

When it finally does rain in Broome, it often pours 
in amazing deluges. Gravel is a great medium for 
slowing down the run off of water and allowing at 
least some of that precious resource to soak in. 
Depressions and pits filled with gravel under the run 
off from roofs and in the flow path, will help capture 
water and allow it to soak in. 

Gravel is available from earthmoving companies. 
Broome has a few in the industrial areas. The gravel 
is available in various sizes. Very coarse gravel 
holds well but is hard to walk on. Mixing it with finer 
gravel or putting paving stones down in between 
makes it more traffic friendly.

Organic mulch, described earlier, also helps slow and 
capture rainwater that might otherwise run straight off 
a bare pindan surface, causing erosion and damage. 
Mulch filled depressions and small mulch covered 
mounds that run across water flow areas, can also 
slow and capture water. The recommended ’dish’ 
around mulched plants captures rain and maximizes 
the use of the irrigation water they are given.

A gravel driveway. Gravel protects the soil while allowing it to breathe and letting water soak in. Beneath this gravel 
is a shallow depression that catches wet season rain from the roof and water running downhill off the block.
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Wildlife

Local native plants have developed defences to 
cope with invading insects and microorganisms 
that might, in other plants, be considered pests. 
A pesticide free garden allows birds, reptiles, 
butterflies and frogs to flourish. Take time to get 
to know the critters that make your garden their 
home. Learn about their habits and life cycles. You 
will probably find that the small amount of damage 
they might do is far outweighed by the benefits they 
provide in your garden’s ecosystem.

The animals of the Broome region have evolved 
side by side with the local native plants. As your 
local natives garden matures you will have the 
pleasure of watching them move in. Allowing the 
natural development of insect populations and 
microorganisms will provide food for your tenants. 

Particular trees and shrubs attract particular types 
of birds. Become familiar with these and include 
them in your zones. A bird bath during the dry 

season will be very popular. Keep it fresh and clean 
by weekly scrubbing and refilling. A bird bath in a 
more sheltered area will help smaller birds avoid 
having to compete with bigger birds and keep them 
safe from predators. 

Particular plant species will attract butterflies. The 
nectar from particular flowers are a food source. 
Certain plants provide a place to lay their eggs and 
some need ants to tend their larvae. 

A shallow pond with water plants, sedges or grasses 
will attract frogs. Find native fish to put in that will 
eat mosquito larvae and leave the tadpoles alone. 

Reptiles need places to sun themselves and to 
shelter and hide. Spaces under rocks, logs and even 
pieces of pipe placed under mulch are suitable. 
Some like to live around tussocks of native grasses. 

The control of cats and dogs in the garden, 
particularly at night, is essential to the safety of 
wildlife that has made your garden home.  
(Smith, N. 2007, pp28-34)

Fallen sticks, logs and stumps are attractive to all sorts 
of wild life. They also become great mulch.

High evaporation rates dry a bird bath out quickly. An 
irrigation dripper running to this bird bath keeps it filled 
and fresh. Its on the daily vege patch station.
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Pests and Diseases

By planting local natives in your garden and working 
with the climate and soils of the tropical savanna you 
are drastically reducing the problem of pests and 
diseases in your garden. When planning your garden 
put plants in the conditions they like re shade, water, 
mulch and space. The microclimates described 
earlier will attract insect eating animals naturally 
controlling their effect on plants. 

As discussed earlier termites are garden work 
horses, converting tough cellulose material in your 
mulch into nutritious plant food and unlikely to cause 
problems for healthy native plants. 

Be wary of overwatering as it creates lush, leggy growth 
that encourages pests and diseases and wastes water.

Weeds

Weeds in the garden compete for food and water 
and can overtake and out compete the plants 
you want to grow. Weeds are easy to pull out of a 
well mulched garden and eventually will disappear 
altogether. Weed pulling is best done when the 
ground is wet. Avoid herbicides if you can. It is very 
easy to have unintended, collateral damage when 
spraying and the environment is better off without 
them. (Townsend, K. p21)

Many local native trees and shrubs are deciduous, 
dropping their leaves to conserve moisture as the 
weather cools and dries out. Don’t make the mistake 
of thinking these plants have died. They will leaf up 
again in readiness for the wet season or earlier. 

Termite tunnels running up a jigal tree. The termites are not able to penetrate the healthy, resistant bark of this tree.
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The insect is having a good munch but the plant is  
still thriving.

sap sucking Pests

Mealybugs are cottony-looking insects with piercing/
sucking mouth parts. They suck the fluids from 
leaves and stems. Mealybugs feed on all parts of the 
plant, but especially on tender new growth making 
leaves wither and yellow. (www.ehow.com)

Scale are another small sap-sucking insect that often 
goes unnoticed by the gardener. Scale tend to have 
small, round shells and are often found along the 
veins of leaves and the stems of plants. They look 
like small bumps and can be mistaken for part of the 
plant, as adults do not move. (www.ehow.com)

Aphids are also sap sucking insects. They are tiny 
and pear shaped and can be found in colonies on 
the underside of leaves.

A sugary substance is excreted by these sap 
sucking insects and often the first thing you’ll notice 
is the sooty mould that grows on this sugary stuff. 
Ants farm mealybugs, scale and aphids, tending 
them, using their sugary excretions as a food source 
and actually carrying them from plant to plant. So 
one treatment is to wash the insects off the plant 
with water and/or trim off affected stems and apply 
a band of Vaseline or similar sticky material around 
the base of the plant. This blocks the ants and stops 
them from bringing in more insects and tending any 
who manage to remain. 

Mature natives are unlikely to be killed by mealybugs, 
aphids or scale. Lady birds, wasps and other insects 
eat them. So a healthy microclimate will generally 
keep them in check.

Ants in Drip systems

A problem particular to northern areas is ants 
invading drippers in search of water. This can block 
the line. Termites also like to have a nibble on 4mm 
tubing. To avoid the problems of blockage and leaks 
it is best to put the dripper directly into the main 
pipe then attach the 4mm piping to the dripper. Use 
minimal piping and don’t let the lengths get too long. 
Using drippers with a higher litres/hour flow also 
reduces the chance of blockage. Now and then flush 
the system by removing an end plug and allowing 
water to flow freely through. 

A mealybug

4 mm tubing

8l/hr dripper
19mm

50 mm breathing space
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Cockchafer Grubs

The larvae of the Cockchafer Beetles are c-shaped 
grubs with a white body and dark head. They live 
in the soil and feed on the roots of plants. They 
are unlikely to kill a mature native shrub or tree. 
However, the larvae’s feeding habits may kill freshly 
planted seedlings. The best defense is to look 
for cockchafer grubs when preparing ground for 
planting. Remove and destroy them. If a seedling 
has died in a particular location, check for the grubs 
before replanting. 

Pesticide Alternatives

The book Native Plants for Top End Gardens by 
Nicholas Smith (2007, p22) provides some good 
pesticide alternatives which we have reproduced below:

Garlic spray

Controls both sucking and chewing insects. Chop up 
4 hot chillies, 4 large onions and 2 cloves of garlic. 
Cover with warm soapy water not detergent. Leave 
for 24 hours and strain. Add five litres of water and 
keep in a sealed labeled container in the fridge.

White Oil

Is useful for controlling all types of sucking insects. 
Put a cup of vegetable oil in the blender, add one 
and a half cups of water and a teaspoon of liquid 
soap and blend. Store in a labeled, tightly sealed jar. 
Dilute at the rate of one part oil to ten parts water.

Bicarbonate of soda

Can be used as a fungicide. Add seven teaspoons 
of bicarbonate of soda to a bucket of water with 
enough laundry soap to make a lather. Spray all 
parts of the plant.

A Cockchafer grub.

Pesticide alternatives are easy to make.
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Where to get Native Plants in Broome
A number of community groups in Broome have native 
plants to give away or to sell at a reasonable price:

society of kimberley indigenous Plants and 
Animals (skiPA)
Phil Docherty and volunteers
E: skipas@environskimberley.org.au

some suggestions:

Hartmann’s Garden Centre
Arthur Hartman
512 Broome Hwy (just past the speedway)
T: 08 9192 1279
E: hartmannsgarden@bigpond.com
Opening hours 7 days, 9am to 4pm

Red Earth Native Plants
Max Goodwin
Proprietor
Wholesale Native plant supplier and only deal with 
the public by appointment
PO Box 3078 Broome 6725
M: 0429 008395
P: 08 9192 2915

Northern Landscapes
Tim Williams
M: 0417 917 627
E: northernlandscapes@westnet.com.au
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Further Help and Advice from SKIPA
The Society for Kimberley Indigenous Plants and 
Animals (SKIPA) has produced this brochure to help 
you get your garden started. Our group of volunteers 
are keen to see Kimberley native plants used in 
Broome parks and gardens in order to maintain 
viable ecosystems as the town site becomes more 
developed. As you make use of the brochure you 
may find you have questions and issues you’d like to 
discuss, or there may be a particular plant you are 
chasing. Feel free to contact the group for support 
or just a chat about how your garden is getting on.

New members are always welcome at SKIPA. We 
meet at 5pm, most Tuesday evenings at Kimberley 
TAFE, Broome Campus. Under the guidance of 
Kimberley TAFE lecturers and the SKIPA coordinator 
we propagate plants for use in Broome parks and 
gardens. Some weekends the project coordinators 
in conjunction with Kimberley TAFE go out on 
adventures to often amazing environments to collect 
seed that we later propagate. We have undertaken 
some projects with Environs Kimberley and the 
Broome Shire. Our latest project has been planting 
a rainforest garden at Broome TAFE. These projects 
give members a chance to gain skills and network 
with other gardeners. We are often able to take home 
plants to try in our own gardens. It’s a dynamic group 
who have a lot of fun working to keep the Broome 
ecosystems alive and vibrant.

Check out http://skipas.wordpress.com if you want 
to know more about what we do.
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List of Recommended Plants
screening shrubs
 Acacia platycarpa (Ghost Wattle)
 Acacia kellerii
 Melaleuca lasiandra
 Melaleuca glomerata
 Pouteria sericea (Mangarr)
 Lagerstroemia archeriana (Native Crape Myrtle)
 Fluggea virosa
 Murraya paniculata
 Scaevola taccada
 Gardenia pyriformas

screening Tree species
 Aidia racemosa
 Breynia cernua
 Buchanania obovata
 Celtis philippinensis
 Dodonaea platyptera (Broad-winged Hop Bush)
 Mimusops elengi
 Pittosporum moluccanum

Bird Attracting
 Grevillea pteridifolia, 
 Grevillea dryandri, 
 Grevillea formosa
 Grevillea wickhamii (Wickham’s Grevillea)
 Grevillea refracta (Silverleaf Grevillea)
 Eucalyptus dampieri 
 Eucalyptus phoenicea
 Eucalyptus miniata
 Eucalyptus paractica
 Melaleuca species
 Calytrix exstipulata (Turkey Bush)

Large shade Trees for Large Gardens Only
 Alphitonia exelsa (Red Ash)
 Garuga floribunda
 Termialia petiolaris x ferdinandiana (Reg Gubinge)
 Melaleuca leucadendra (Weeping Paperbark)
 Canarium australianum (Styptic Tree)

Medium shade Trees
 Bauhinia cunninghami (Jigal Tree)
 Terminalia petiolaris (Blackberry Tree)
 Terminalia ferdinandiana (Gubinge)
 Mimusops elengi (Mamajen)
 Callitris intratropica (Cypress Pine)
 Pittosporum moluccanum (Prices Point Orange)

Bush Tucker Trees
 Buchanania obovata (Wild Mango)
 Planchonia careya (Cocky Apple)
 Pouteria sericea (Mangarr)
 Terminalia ferdinandiana (Gubinge)
 Mimusops elengi (Mamajen)
 Syzygium eucalyptoides (Wild Apple)
 Celtis philippensis 
 Ficus leucotricha (Hairy-fruited Rock Fig)

Bush Tucker shrubs
 Flueggea virosa (goowal, Snowball Bush) 
 Carissa lanceolata (Conkerberry)
 Grewia breviflora (Currant or Coffee Fruit)
 Breynia cernua
 Diospyros ferrea (Ebony)

Ground Covers/Low shrubs
 Grevillea dryandri, 
 Grevillea formosa
 Acacia wickhamii, 
 Acacia translucens (Poverty Bush)
 Acacia hippuroides
 Plumbago zeylanica
 Senna species (eg. Ram’s Horn and Cockroach Bush)
 Tephrosia rosea
 Dodonea polyzyga
 Cajanus sp.
 Acrostichurn speciosum (Mangrove Fern)
 Spinifex sp.
 Cymbypogan plocerus (Citronella grass)
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